
Lift the front

Insert

“DEFAULT HEIGHT”

Check the packing list (images are not to scale, email us if anything is missing at contact@ScannerBin.com):

Scanner Bin Instructions
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2. Fold flaps D and E of the 
Platform towards the center

D E

3. Insert Platform into the 
Base. Engage left side  at 
the “Default Height” level

Quick instruction video
Simply open your camera 

app, point to this code, and 
tap the pop-up to see it

5. Fold the Platform Stabilizer flap 
down, fold flaps F and G in the two 

marked locations on each flap

6. Insert the lock tabs at the 
end of flaps F and G into the 

sides of the Platform*

D E

7. Insert LED strip into cutout H on LED Panel
and then remove blue liner from LED strip and 

attach to the silver side of the LED Panel

8. While slightly lifting the front of the 
Platform, insert the LED Panel so that 

it’s between the Base and the Platform

9. Fold LED Panel

4. Pull flap D to the left and 
flap E to the right to engage 
the “Default Height” setting
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Fold

Fold Fold

“Base” Unit Smartphone “Platform” LED Panel LED strip & power cord Bumpers Flatsheet

0.5”

Set up (please reference the letters, arrows that indicate where to fold, and positions marked directly on the product):

Download a scanning app, search in your app store for:
Adobe Scan (recommended) |   CamScanner |   Scanbot |   Evernote Scannable   |   Prizmo Go (aid for visually impaired)   |   Photomyne (for photographs)

1. Fold flaps (A, B, then C) to 
stand up the Base. Fold at 

the lowest crease in  Flap C*

Extra crease
(do not fold here)

*Fold here

Base

(top side, folded) (inside views, silver color – dashed lines are folds) (transparent)

*Hold sides D & E of the platform while inserting



Dear Customer, 

We are excited to offer this new version of the Scanner Bin. With this 
simple accessory, we believe you will have no further need for a flatbed 
scanner.

Of all the uses for the product, the one I am most passionate about is 
helping people who suffer from medical conditions. It can aid those who 
are visually impaired to read documents out loud – using a free 
application called Prizmo Go. It can also help those with essential tremor 
and other movement disorders to take advantage of the convenience of 
scanning with their smartphones. My goal is to get a Scanner Bin into the 
hands of anyone who could benefit from these use cases.

Amazon ratings will make or break this product concept. We would be 
very appreciative if you could take a few minutes and provide public 
feedback. You can point your smartphone camera at the QR code below 
to visit the review page for Scanner Bin.  

Please stay safe and thank you for supporting our small family business!

Thanks again,
Jasper

Scanner Bin – Calibration, Regular Use & Additional Info

Please visit ScannerBin.com for videos, tips, & help
Invented, designed and assembled in USA
U.S. Patent 9,742,952, Additional Patent Pending
Trademark Reg. No. 6,068,171

Calibration (find ideal position for the camera to capture the full image of the paper) 

Regular Use
Scan to access 

the Amazon review page

Additional products (available on Amazon):
- Easy Scanner Bin – easier to set up for those who suffer from medical 

conditions
- Add-on kit – LED Panel, stability bars, flat sheet and extra bumpers 
- Scanner Bin for Scrapbooking & LP record covers (coming in early ‘21)
- Scanner Bin for ARCH D size (coming in early ‘21)

1. Open scanning app, 
place phone on Platform, 

place paper inside

2. Plug USB into your laptop 
or any 5V adapter (like your 

smartphone charger)

3. Using the phone’s 
viewfinder find the best scan 

position for your phone

4. If needed, adjust Platform 
forward or backwards

5. If needed, re-insert 
Platform at “Raised Height”

6. Mark the best position for 
your phone with the Bumpers

1. Use as a desk-side 
bin and toss in what 

you need to scan later

2. Place on desk, position 
phone, plug in light and 

batch scan your documents

3. Place Flat Sheet to flatten 
folded letters and receipts

4. When finished, email or
upload to the cloud, and

unplug the light

If you are dissatisfied for any 
reason, or have any questions, you 
can use this QR  code to email us.

contact@scannerbin.com
We respond quickly and 

will make it right!

-or-

Scan to register your product and receive 
notifications of our new offerings

Left side

Top side

“RAISED HEIGHT”
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